ABSTRACT

Many images that can't say something to expose as alike as a dream or the true is fascinated to me. As though the moonlight vary form minute to minute waving in the water, the lamplight is like many big wheels in the faraway mountains, and the cloud and mist vary form minute to minute, etc. It starts my thought, let my soul rush about on horseback and let my vision and sense get real joy. Everything is free, confidential, dim and beautiful. As if it is my anther world that is individual and the soul in a place of abode. However, how do these images make in the word? What the status and significance dose it exist in a state of mind? In art, how do people apply the virtual image to create the influence on the clever, the vision and in psychology? It can affect us to go a step further to think over, and supply us to create the most broad a train of thought. China advocates the nature and the perceptual that sings the praises of nature and blends emotions of people in nature. To go a step further, people have the different in way to express and it is an abstract thinking and ideology form of expression. Even it is a perceptual would that is subtle and only can sense not explain. In the natural scenery of Chain's culture, it makes full use of such peculiar experience in appreciation of the beauty and artistic quality. And, it makes Chain's unique type. However my direction of an artistic creation is partial to Chain's type. It opens up and develops feeling of affinity between me in nature. Key Words : illusory, encounter, exist, nothing, air, form, spirit
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